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Abstract 

Product design is a very significant determining factor, 

imperfections of a production result can be caused by designs 

that do not meet the design specifications. All manufacturing 

processes begin with a product planning or design. This study 

aims to design and make propellers for fishing vessels. Based 

on the results of research on fishing boat propeller design using 

mechanical design software for making pattern, coup and drag 

drawings. Fish boat propeller casting, using the sand mold 

method has parameters namely the pattern used is a hemisphere 

type pattern, the pattern in the middle is made of aluminum 

alloy. There are also rat tail defects or excess liquid aluminum 

material at the surface of the coup and drag joints as well as air 

cavity defects at the joints of the risers and spool products 

caused by oxidation or air bubbles that evaporate from the hot 

aluminum liquid process at the time of pouring. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In planning a product, good design and design is needed to 

produce a product that has a quality that can meet the desired 

product standards and specifications. In its application, product 

design is a very significant determining factor, imperfections of 

a production result can be caused by designs that do not meet 

design specifications. However, with the design and design, the 

deficiencies contained in a product will be simulated and 

analyzed so that it can be modified from drawings or designs of 

the product before the product is processed. 

All manufacturing processes begin with a product planning or 

design. The casting process has several stages in the design and 

design of its products, because there are several casting 

components that have designs with different characters, namely 

cast product design, gating system design, and pattern design. 

These three casting designs have different characters, such as 

patterns, which require considerable accuracy and experience 

to be able to design and make them, because there are 

differences in size between the actual product size and the size 

of the pattern that must be made due to expansion and shrinkage 

during the metal casting process. Below will be discussed 

several important factors and parameters in cast product 

planning and design, channel system design, and pattern 

design. 

Cast product design can be generally described as product 

design or design of other machine elements. The dimensions 

and specifications of the product must be highly considered in 

the planning of this casting product, because when it is used the 

product will definitely experience mechanical workloads such 

as tensile, bending, compressing, twisting and other workloads. 

Work environment factors also need to be considered in a 

product design, for example work environment factors with 

high temperature, high pressure, and corrosive environment 

will be used as parameters in the design of the product so that 

there are no failures in the application of products that work in 

the environment. 

Material properties that will be processed for casting must also 

be considered because the physical, mechanical and chemical 

properties of the material have an important part in product 

design. In addition, if the product will be used directly and in 

contact with human body parts, the ergonomics, comfort and 

safety factors must be considered in addition to technical 

factors. For this reason, anthropometry is also an important 

factor in product design. 

The dimensions of a product must meet product specifications, 

for that in the design of cast products also require measuring 

tools and metrological analysis to be able to produce a product 

with the right dimensions. For that, the measuring instruments 

used must be in accordance with needs, the more accuracy and 

precision of the products needed, the measuring instruments 

used must have a high resolution. Examples of simple 

measuring devices are schuifmaat, micrometer screws, angle 

gauges, dial gauges and ruler. Whereas for measuring devices 

that have high resolution capabilities such as measuring devices 

with a computer system Coordinate Measuring Machine 

(CMM). 

Aluminum is a lightweight metal that has good corrosion 

resistance. The specific gravity of aluminum is 2,700 kg/m³ 

which is quite light compared to other metals. The strength of 

aluminum ranging from 83-310 megapascals can be through 

cold working or hot working. The properties of aluminum are 

lightweight, corrosion resistant. Corrosion resistance properties 

of aluminum are obtained due to the formation of aluminum 

oxide coatings on aluminum surfaces. This oxide layer is firmly 

attached to the surface and is very stable (does not react with 

the environment) so it protects the deeper parts. The presence 

of this oxide layer on one side causes corrosion resistance but 

on the other hand causes aluminum to be difficult to weld and 

sell. Commercial aluminum always contains some impurity 

(0.8%), usually in the form of iron, silicon, copper and others. 

The existence of this impurity can reduce electrical 

conductivity and corrosion resistant properties (although not so 

large) but will also increase its strength almost twice that of 

pure aluminum. 
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The strength and hardness of aluminum is indeed not very high, 

but can be improved by integration and heat treatment. The 

most serious detriment from the technical point of view is its 

very low elasticity, which can hardly be improved either by 

integration or by heat treatment. Another advantageous 

property of aluminum is that it is very easy to fabricate. Can be 

poured by any casting, can be formed in various ways such as 

rolling, stamping, drawing, forgings, extruding and others. 

Even into a complicated form that is quite complicated though. 

 

2. METHOD 

The study was conducted at the Lab Casting Workshop. Bitung 

Marine and Fisheries Polytechnic. The method used is casting 

sand mold, pattern and print sand. 

 

   

Figure 1. Sand Mold Design 

 

 

Figure 2. Design Propeller 

 

Table 1. Additional Suggested Depreciations 

Additional Depreciation Materials 

8/1000 Cast iron, thin cast steel 

9/1000 Cast iron, thin steel that shrinks a lot 

10/1000 Same with above and aluminum 

12/1000 Aluminum alloy, brons, cast steel (5-7 mm thick) 

14/1000 High strength brass, and cast steel 

16/1000 Cast steel (more than 10 mm thick) 

20/1000 Large steel castings 

251000 Thick steel castings 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Design and Pattern 

In the current era of computer technology advancements, a lot 

of software is developed that is used to help the design process 

starting from Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided 

Process Planning (CAPP) to Computer Aided Engineering 

(CAE). Because through the use of the software, it can realize 

products computationally with various models and parameters 

that can be evaluated more quickly. 

 

Solidworks 

The design of the fishing boat propeller product is obtained 

from the design that has been done before making the propeller 

product. The initial design drawings of the propeller product 

were drawn using solidwork mechanical design software. 

 

 

Figure 3. 3D Propeller Products 

 

The initial parameters of this propeller product, before the 

casting process is carried out include: 

1. The material selection for casting this propeller product is 

aluminum ADC 12 Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS). 

2. The initial weight planned for this type of cone casteller 

product is 650 grams. 

3. The planned length of the propeller product is 180 mm and 

has a diameter of 300 mm. 

After initial planning, such as determining product material, 

weight and size, the next step is to determine the channel 

system planning and enhancers such as the gating ratio used 

and the placement of the channel system to be used for casting 

this propeller product. 

 

Propeller Product Manufacturing Process 

Before carrying out the casting make sure all equipment and 

raw materials have been prepared in advance, namely making 

flash, as for the form of flash as follows: 

 

Figure 4. Flash 

In casting this time, use the model of the firing pattern as shown 

below: 

 

Figure 5. Solid Model 

 

Process of Making and Preparation of Molds 

The steps in making a mold with a firing pattern model (solid 

pattern): 

a). Preparation of printed sand silica sand to be used. Because 

the sand used in sand casting used sand must be mashed 

and sieved in order to get the appropriate size of sand 

grains. 

 

Figure 6. Silica Sand Sifting Process 
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Figure 7. Sifted Sand Results 

b). After the amount of sieved sand is felt to make the mold, 

then the sand is mixed with enough water. Here to measure 

whether the mixture of water and sand is suitable is to 

clench the sand into the hands, then the sand is released, 

look at the palm of the hand if the sand is sticky a little then 

the mixture is enough, but if there is a lot of sticky sand 

then the mixture is too wet, otherwise if almost not some 

are sticky then the mixture is too dry. 

c). After that, take the flash drag section then turn the flash 

surface, after that take the pattern that will be used, do not 

forget the part of the pattern that is in contact with the sand 

smeared with powder so that the printed sand does not stick 

to the surface of the pattern. 

 

 

Figure 8. Carbon and White Sand 

d). Insert the printed sand in the flash gradually, and collide 

evenly on the sand to compact the sand to the flash, until 

the flash is completely filled with print sand. In this part of 

the drag the sand collision must really be done solidly. 

e). After the sand on the flash part of the drag is full then, the 

flash is behind until the embedded model or pattern faces 

up. 

 

Figure 9. The Process of Imprinting Sand Print into Flash 

Drag 

 

f). Apply the surface of the pattern/model by using carbon, 

and the parting of the sand is smeared with parting powder 

so that the sand in the cup and drag does not stick together 

when combined. 

g). After applying carbon and parting powder, attach the cup 

to the drag according to the predetermined mark, attach the 

sprue and outlet as desired, taking into account that the 

channel can be passed through molten aluminum, easily to 

spread to all parts of the mold. 

h). Enter the printed sand slowly, while the sand is pounded 

back evenly. Do it repeatedly until the sand is flat to the 

surface of the flash. 

i). After the solid sand has filled the surface of the flash, make 

a cup in the descending channel to make it easier during 

the pouring process. 

 

Figure 10. The Process of Making the Cup in Prints 

 

Metal Melting Stage 

In metal melting is done in the kitchen crucible / kowi kitchen. 

Crucible kitchen using diesel fuel. turn on the kowi kitchen 

with solar cloth and wood in order to heat the refractory stone 

at the bottom to provoke the fire to spread quickly to all parts 

of the fireproof stone wall. Turn on the wind compressor 

connected to the diesel fuel tank (turn the air ducts then turn the 

fuel ducts). 

If the furnace has reached the temperature we want (500 to 
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600°C) around ± 20 minutes, then input the aluminum metal 

and it will run out within about 60 minutes. If the aluminum 

material has run out sufficiently and wait for it to run for about 

10 minutes. After the brass is re-melted, wait for about 10 

minutes until it is completely liquid. 

 

Figure 11. Smelting Process 

 

Measure the temperature of the molten metal using a 

thermocouple. The melting temperature of aluminum is around 

780°C, but when pouring, the pouring temperature must be 

added to about ± 50°C. so when you want to do the pouring 

process make sure the temperature of the molten metal around 

780-816°C and when the wind in the gas is discharged then the 

temperature of the molten metal drops. 

 

 

Figure 12. Temperature Control Process Using 

Thermocouples 

 

Stage of Pouring Aluminum Alloy Liquid Into a Mold 

When making a liquid aluminum pouring process, make sure 

the mold is placed as close to the melting furnace as possible. 

This is done so that when the liquid aluminum is lifted from the 

melting kitchen it doesn't freeze because the location of the 

mold is far from the melting kitchen. Next the liquid metal is 

taken using ladles and poured into a mold (fider). 

When pouring, it should be poured once so that the liquid 

aluminum does not quickly drop the temperature, if the 

temperature drops, the results will not coalesce. The mold is 

poured until the molten aluminum fills the entire mold cavity 

by observing whether the molten aluminum is already in the 

outlet, if it is then the pouring is stopped. that must be 

considered before molten aluminum is poured into a metal 

mold, make sure the metal mold has been preheated with a 

heating temperature of around +90°C to prevent explosion in 

the mold when pouring molten metal. 

 

Figure 13. Aluminum Pouring Process in Sand Mold 

 

After finishing the aluminum pouring process, the mold is 

allowed to stand for a few minutes to wait for the freezing of 

molten aluminum before the process of dismantling the mold. 

 

The Disassembly Stage 

After waiting for the metal to freeze for about 5-10 minutes, the 

next process is disassembly. Dismantling is done in a container, 

the mold is behind and then the mold wall is struck until the 

sand falls out and the casting is released from the mold. In this 

demolition must be careful because for the sake of safety the 

results of the casting are dropped into place so as not to hit and 

cause accidents because the time of dismantling the casting 

results are still hot. For casting which uses aluminum mold, 

after the molten aluminum is poured the mold can be removed 

within 1 (one) minute. 

 

Figure 14. Release of Coup and Drag Sections 

 

Stage of Cleaning Casting Results 

After the mold is removed, the mold is cleaned using a wire 

brush and water as a cooling medium. Do not handle the cast 
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by hand before the object is cooled to avoid injury, use pliers 

to hold the cast. 

 

Figure 15. Results of Castings 

 

Casting Finishing Stage 

Here the finishing process is carried out at the time of the 

practicum is by cutting down the channel or outflow which is 

still attached to the casting side. The cutting is carried out using 

a manual saw (hand) where the cast results are clipped to the 

vise. 

 

 

Figure 16. The Finishing Process of Castings from Solid 

Patterns 

 

Analysis of Casting Results 

Analysis of the results of casting is done to find out the defects 

/ incompatible forms that occur in the casting results. After 

analyzing the casting results there are defects in the casting 

results as follows: 

 

Figure 17. Defects on Casting Results 

 

From Figure 17 above, it can be seen that the edges of the 

castings are very rough and there are clumps of metal. This is 

caused by the placement of the wrong pattern, which is due to 

an error in laying the pattern so that when taking the pattern, 

the pattern is locked on the printed sand, so to take the pattern 

must be done by force resulting in collapse / damage to the 

shape of the mold edge so that the casting results follow the 

shape of the cavity print that has been damaged. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In the design of fishing boat propellers using mechanical design 

software for making pattern images, cuop and drag. In casting 

a fishing boat propeller, using the sand mold method has 

parameters that is the pattern used is the pattern of hemispheres, 

the pattern in the middle is made of aluminum alloy. There are 

also rat tail defects or excess liquid aluminum material at the 

surface of the coup and drag joints as well as air cavity defects 

at the joints of the risers and spool products caused by oxidation 

or air bubbles that evaporate from the hot aluminum liquid 

process at the time of pouring. 
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